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g legacy
~in Florida
Engage your mind and spirit.
Join us as we explore Florida.
ince 1996, the Florida Humanities
Council has hosted trips to communities around the state. These
"Gatherings" are guided by pre-eminent
scholars, local cultural and civic leaders, and
longtime local residents. We look at past and
present issues and events that help us to
understand the distinct qualities and culture
of each area.
From Okeechobee to Homosassa, from Mount Dora to
Fernandina, from St. Augustine to the Everglades,we've
been getting to know Florida.

Upcoming Gatherings:
Cedar Key (November 4-6, 2005-Now full, but another planned for 2006)
Fort Pierce (February I 7-18, 2006)
For more information see "The Gathering" on our website at

Join us as we
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FROM THE DIRECTOR

COUNCIL

Exploring the Florida Experience

CEDAR KEY-November 4- 6
(Now full, but another planned for 2006)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Once a booming port town, then a vibrant fishing vil-

DAVID COLBURN Chair, Gainesville

lage, now a quaint seaside haven for artists and writers.

LESTER ABBERGER Tallahassee
JOHN BELOHLAVEK Tampa

This jewel set in

FRANK BILLINGSLEY Orlando
ELAINE BROWN Jacksonville

the midst of a

IAN CADDIE Winter Springs

wildlife refuge is

JIM CLARK Orlando
BRIAN DASSLER Fort Lauderdale

a perfect setting

KATHLEEN DEAGAN Gainesville
ENA DIAZ Miami

for examining

JUAN CARLOS ESPINOSA Miami

the dynamics of

NANCY FETTERMAN Pensacola
JON FISHBANE Naples

change. We will

JEANNE GODWIN Pensacola

kayak with a wildlife photographer, walk the storied

ROGER KAUFMAN Tallahassee
TODD KOCOUREK Tallahassee

streets with a historian, boat among the outer islands

CAREN LOBO Sarasota

with an environmentalist, and much more. (This date

KIM LONG Naples

is full. Contact Program Coordinator Monica Rowland

HOWARD PARDUE Tallahassee

LESLEY NORTHUP Miami

at mrowland@flahum.org or (727) 553-3803 for Cedar
Key in 2006.)

CYNTHIA SAMAHA St. Petersburg
JON WARD Fort Pierce

STAFF
JANINE FARVER Executive Director
SUSAN LOCKWOOD Director of Grants

FORT PIERCE-February 2006

ANN SCHOENACHER Director, Florida Center for Teachers
BARBARA O'REILLEY Communications Director

From The Highwaymen to Zora Neale Hurston, from

LAURIE BERLIN Director of Administration

the Cracker Trail to the treasure troves, this East Coast

PATRICIA PUTMAN Development Officer
BRENDA O'HARA Fiscal Officer

town is alive with history. We will visit an old cattle

KAREN JACKSON Program & Fiscal Assistant
JULIE HENRY MATUS Program Coordinator, Road Scholars

ranch, hear the

RENE RENO Program Assistant

story of the mid

BARBARA BAHR Technology Manager & Development Assistant
MONICA ROWLAND Program Coordinator

20th-century

EMILY REDDY Technology Assistant

black painters
RUSS KRAMER FORUM Design & Production
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599 Second Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 3370 1-5005

on the banks of

(727) 553-380 I

the Indian River lagoon, learn about the deep-sea hunt

Website address:

for gold, and much more. Contact Monica Rowland at
mrowland@flahum.org or (727) 553-3803.
For more information see "The Gathering" on our website at
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The Florida Humanities Council is a nonprofit
organization, funded by the National Endowment for the
Humanities, the state of Florida, and private contributors.
FHC FORUM is published four times a year and distributed to the friends of the Florida Humanities Council and
interested Floridians. If you wish to be added to the mailing list, please request so in writing. Views expressed by
contributors to the FORUM are not necessarily those of
the Florida Humanities CounciL

LIKE MANY MEMBERS OF MY GENERATION, I grew up on stories of
the Great Depression. My father, like thousands of jobless young men of
that era, worked in the Civilian Conservation Corps, earning $30 a week,
$25 of which was sent back to his family. His stories of wrenching poverty
and backbreaking work, of teenaged boys far from home building bridges
and roads, campsites, and public buildings, came to epitomize, for me, the
courage, fortitude, camaraderie, and hope that brought this generation of
Americans (some call it the greatest) through one of our bleakest periods.
The amazing array of WPA programs created during the Depressionprograms that not only constructed roads, bridges, and public buildings, but
also built our cultural infrastructure-remind me of the wonderful old labor
song " Bread and Roses": "Hearts starve as well as bodies; give us bread,
but give us roses." In addition to putting food on the table for the millions of
Americans left destitute by the Depression, these programs also revived our
national spirit through projects that collected and documented our heritage
and commissioned original works of art and theater.
Through such WPA programs as the Federal Writers Project, the Federal
Music Project, and the Federal Art Project, Americans began for the first
time to celebrate our American heritage and define what it is to be an
American. And nowhere was that work more fertile than here in Florida.
The Federal Writers Project provided such now-iconic figures as Stetson
Kennedy and Zora Neale Hurston with their first jobs, collecting the folklore
and folk music from Florida's jook joints and turpentine camps "and wherever Florida folks were working, living, and singing," as Kennedy writes in this
issue of FORUM. He describes the experience in colorful detail: "People
sometimes referred to them as the "root-hog-or-die" days, meaning that if
you didn't keep grubbing you were a goner. Lots of folks were 'hollerin'
hongry,' and longing for a little gravy on their grits. A black preacher on the
Sea Islands prayed, 'Hear us, Oh Lord, we're down here gnawin' on dry
bones.'"
WPA projects dug deep into the roots of America to incorporate stories
theretofore left out of the narrative of American history. In his article about
the slave narratives collected by the Negro Writers Unit of the Federal
Writer Project, historian Gary Mormino concludes that the WP~s "willingness to record the experiences of men and women regarded as marginal
represents one of the more noble and humane acts in American history."
While at times controversial, the scores of WPA-commissioned murals
across our state "remain as the legacy of a social revolution that was
America's response to the specter of economic disaster," writes art historian
Mallory O'Connor. " ... The New Deal art projects were the first to focus on
explorers, Indians, settlers, farmers, fishermen, teachers, and businessmen-in short, the men, women, and children who were the unsung heroes
of everyday life."
In many ways the Florida Humanities Council carries on the work and traditions of those WPA programs. By providing writers, historians, and artists
with grants to document and examine our history and heritage, by sending
humanities speakers to communities across the state, by publishing the magazine that explores the culture of Florida, FHC continues to weave new stories into the fabric of our state's collective memory, stories that define what
it is to be a Floridian.
-Janine Farver

._----------------_.

Humanities Alive!
News of the Florida Humanities Council
5

Meet Three Literary Luminaries

The Harlem Renaissance

6

Getting Back to Work
With the country 'poised on the hinge of history'

during the Depression, President Roosevelt
creates the WPA, a jobs program that gives
people pride and purpose and leaves a remarkable
legacy in Florida.
By Gary R. Mormino

12

Giving Slaves a Voice
African.. .American interviewers travel around

Florida to collect the memories of ex.. . slaves.
By Gary R. Mormino

The Art of Hope

When times are desperate, artists are hired to
design New Deal murals that inspire confidence,
strength, and perseverance.
By M allory McCane O 'Con nor

Roadmaps and Folk Tales
Federal workers gather fact, myth, gossip, and

history into the Florida guidebook, an eclectic
and entertaining reflection of the state.
By James A. Findlay and M argaret Bing

Singing Along Back Roads
Researchers scour the Florida countryside in the
193as to record folks singing songs. Now the
collection is available online.
By Stet son Kennedy

3

ok Briefs
An environmental history and a social history

of Florida.

On the cover: Nove list/folklorist Zora Neale Hurston in the
I930s, standing next to a display of WPA publications. She was
among the manyFloridians hired to travel the state collecting
folk songs and stories.

F orida Co nc
Comings an
Goings ...

HUMANITIES
FORUM Wins
Magazine Awards

County, he spearheaded a number of
projects, including the Zora Neale
Hurston Dust Track Heritage Trail; a
major outdoor museum exhibit on the
county's boat-building heritage; and
"Net Loss," a touring program focusing
on the plight of Florida's small commercial fisherman.

FORUM Magazine received three
statewide awards at the Florida
Magazine Association's 2005 annual conference, held August 20 in Orlando. The
awards, in the category for magazines of
associations, include:
"Silver Award" Second Place for
Best Overall Magazine. The first-place
honor in this category went to the
Florida State University publication,

e lines f r Grant
Ap liea io s

Research in Review.
• First Place for Best Theme or Show
Issuefor FORUM's Winter 2005 issue,
which focused on Florida's rivers and
was entitled: "Our Rivers Whisper Our
Story: The Past Flows with the
Current."
• First Place for Best Feature for an
article entitled "Creation Unfolding,"
which appeared in the issue on rivers. It
was written by Mark Jerome Walters,
associate professor in the Department of
Journalism and Media Studies at the
University of South Florida St.
Petersburg.

MaVynne Betsch, widely known as
"The Beach Lady," died September 5
(2005) after a two-year battle with
cancer. One of the "Unforgettable
Floridians" featured in FORUM last
year, Ms. Betsch led a successful
one-woman campaign to preserve
10 acres of Amelia Island's American
Beach, established in 1935 as one of
a few beaches where blacks could go
during the days of segregation.

Colburn to Chair FHC Board
University of Florida history professor David
Colburn was recently
elected to serve a twoyear term as chair of the
FHC board of directors. A
former provost and senior
vice president at U F;
Colburn served two terms
as the chair of the U F history department and also
served as the Associate
Dean of the College of
David Colburn
Arts and Sciences. He has
taught at UF since 1972.
Colburn directs the Reubin O'D.
Askew Institute on Politics and Society,
which provides public programs to civic
leaders on critical issues confronting the
state. His teaching and research have
focused on politics, race, and ethnicity in
20th-century America. His most recent
books include Florida's Megatrends
(2002) with Lance deHaven Smith, and

ew FHC Boar
Members

t:

African-American Mayors: Race, Politics,
and the American City (200 I).
4 F ORUM

FHC reminds nonprofit organizations
Nov. 6 is the application deadline
for grants of up to $25,000. The deadline for mini-grant applications (of up to
$2,000) is Feb. 20, 2006. FHC provides
funds for programs that bring humanities
scholars together with the general public
to explore topics and issues of concern
to Floridians. Subjects for humanities
programs are wide-ranging, including
such areas as growth management, the
environment, homelessness, medical
issues, and the legal system. FHC's new
grant initiative, "Florida: Exploring the
State of the Future," focuses on such
areas as demographic, technological,
social, and cultural changes in Florida. All
programs must be nonpartisan, open to
multiple points of view, and free to the
public. For more information, go to
www.flahum.org and click on
"Grants"-or email the grants director
at slockwood@flahum.org.
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Lester Abberger, of
Tallahassee, and Jon Ward, of
Fort Pierce, have been elected
to serve three-year terms on
FHC's board.
Abberger, who served a
previous term on the board, is
managing partner of Florida
Lobby Associates, a governmental affairs consulting
group. He is a trustee of the
National Trust for the Humanities, past
chair of FHC, and past chair of the
Federation of State Humanities Councils.
Active in numerous culturaland civic
organizations, Abberger is the past chair
of Leadership Florida and a board member of the LeRoy Collins-Leon County
Public Library System.
Ward is the director of the
Community Redevelopment Agency for
the City of Fort Pierce. As the former
director of Cultural Affairs for St. Lucie
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H n r Legislat r s
Florida State Sen. Mike Fasano and
Rep. Don Davis will be recognized at
programs this fall for their work in helping FHC secure an increase in state
funding.
FHC will honor Fasano in a program
on Wednesday, Oct. 26 at 7 p.m. at the
Dunedin Library. Davis will be honored
Tuesday, Nov. I in a program at Players
Theatre in Jacksonville Beach.
Fasano and Davis, the chairs of
Transportation and Economic
Development Committees in the state
Senate and House, respectively, are
instrumental in making appropriations to
cultural organizations through the
Department of State, Division of
Cultural Affairs. FHC received a
$215,000 appropriation in 2005, up from
$161,000 in 2004.

Meet the luaninaries 1tVho helped redefine black culture
he times were extreme-roar.
ing to the heights in the 1920s,
hitting bottom in the '30s.
,
Change seemed to be the only constant between the world wars.
Duning that time, African-American
intellectuals and artists had perhaps
their first real opportunity to explore
possibilities.
They were part of the black migration, away from the backbreaking life
of sharecropping and KKK violence in
the South, to the promise of better
jobs and better lives in northern
cities. They reveled in self-discovery,
delved into questions-and found
darkness and beauty that they
expressed in poems, novels, essays,
music, paintings. They discovered
each other, too, kindred spirits who
gravitated to an area of New York
City called Harlem. It was a place
where they could talk and think and
go to nightclubs and play music and
dance-and create.
That African-American cultural
explosion came to be known as the
Harlem Renaissance. It was a creative whirlwind that redefined what
it meant to be black in America.
Many of the names associated with
the Harlem Renaissance are famous
now, like Duke Ellington, Cab
Calloway, Bessie Smith, ~E.B. Du
Bois.
The leading lights of that move-

T

ment included some who had Florida
connections. Among them: Zora
Neale Hurston and james Weldon
johnson, who grew up in the state;
and Langston Hughes, a friend and
collaborator of Hurston's.
These three luminaries are now
stepping out of the past and onto the
stage in communities across Florida,
transporting audiences to that
razzmatazz era of some 80 years
ago, telling stories and discussing
their lives, their work, and each
other.
Scholar/actors Phyllis McEwen,
Le oy Mitchell, Jr., and Bob Devin
jones are portraying them in live performances of "Voices of the Harlem
Renaissance," a program created and
sponsored by FHC.
Thanks to a grant from the "We
The People" program of the National
Endowment for the Humanities, FHC
is presenting eight public performances, five day-long teachers' seminars on the Harlem Renaissance, and
one week-long
seminar for
T
teachers.
Upcoming
euJltu~ral e
performances, "which are free
and open to
the public, are
scheduled for:
Thursday, Oct.

'Harlem'
actor/scholars,
from left: leRoy
Mitchell, J~,
Phyllis Mcewen,
and Bob Devin

Jones.

6 at 7 p.m., Museum of Florida
History in Tallahassee; Sunday, Oct. 9
at 3 p.rn ., Unitarian Universalist
Church, Fort Myers; and Thursday,
Nov. 10 at 7 p.m., Ritz Theater and
LaVilia Museum, Jacksonville. Future
dates for performances in Niceville
and Miami will be announced upon
confirmation. (Check our website:
www.flahum.org.) In addition, performances were held in September
at the Pensacola Museum of Art and
at Central Florida Community
College in Ocala.
The one-day teachers' seminars
examine the historical and cultural
forces that led to the intellectual
flowering of a people once in
bondage. Heather Andrade, assistant
professor of literature at Florida
International University in Miami,
conducts the seminars, entitled, "The
Harlem enaissance: Critical Issues in
Black Literature and Culture."
Teachers receive continuing-education credits for attending.
The seminars,
each open to 60-75
teachers, are scheduled for Oct. 19 in
e
Miami, jan. 21 in
Pensacola, and jan.
27 in Volusia
em County. (See
www.flahum.org for
location.) All seminars include performances of
.
"Voices of the
Harlem
Renaissance." Seminars were also
held in September in Fort Myers
and, last january, in Tallahassee.
Last summer, the Florida Center
for Teachers conducted a weeklong
seminar on the Harlem Renaissance
for 25 teachers from around the
state. The performance during this
seminar was also opened to the
public.
The performances feature
McEwen as Hurston, a novelist,
folklorist, and anthropologist who
grew up in Eatonville, Fla.
Described as witty, brash, wise, and
vivacious, Hurston became one of
the most famous writers of the
20th century.
Mitchell plays johnson, a
jacksonville native who went on to
become a poet, diplomat, and composer and the first black man
admitted to the Florida bar.
jones portrays Hughes, the prolific poet, essayist, and playwright
who joined Hurston in Florida to
collect folklore. •
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WITH THE U.S. 'POISED
ON A HINGE OF
HISTORY,' FDR UNFURLS
A PROGRAM TO CREATE
JOBS, PRIDE, AND
PURPOSE. THE LEGACY
OF THE WPA ENDURES
IN FLORIDA.
twas 1930, and the mood in
Florida was bleak. Once a beacon
of optimism, the state now lay in
economic ruins. It had been pummeled
by the real ~state bust of 1926 and
devastated by the Wall Street crash
three years later. Crushed lives and
dashed dreams may have haunted the
Dust Bowl, but bad things weren't supposed to happen in sunshine states.
Hundreds of Florida.. owned banks
and corporations had failed.
Agriculture had fallen victim to under..
consumption, overproduction, the
Mediterranean fruit fly, and the cattle
tick. Mullet fishermen threatened a
FALL 2005
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strike unless they received 3 cents a pound
for their catches. Steel skeletons, once
symbols of the Florida Boom, now rusted.
The fortunes of John Ringling, Carl Fisher,
and David P. Davis were dashed on the
rocks of speculation and bankruptcy. Tax
revenues and income had plummeted. Vast
sections of the state had been sold for back
taxes.
By 1932, new construction had virtually
ceased. In Jacksonville, officials warned
that 24,000 citizens faced starvation; the
unemployment problem in Pensacola, said
U.S. Sen. Duncan Fletcher, was "perhaps
larger than any other community in the
U.S."
Revolutionaries stalked the land, or so
politicians feared . In Miami, 'the Dade
County Unemployment League warned,
"You can drive us into revolution or give
us relief." In many places,
signs appeared: "Warning:
Do not come here seeking
work!" "Hobo Expresses"
escorted transients to the
nearest county and state
lines.
When Franklin D.
Roosevelt (FDR) pledged
to Americans a "New Deal" at the
1932 Democratic Party conven..
tion, a quarter of Floridians were
unemployed. Elected by a land..
slide in November 1932,
Roosevelt came perilously close to
never fulfilling his promise. Three
months later, as the president..
elect began to speak to a large
crowd at Miami's Bayfront Park,
an Italian anarchist named
Giuseppe Zangagra fired shots,
barely missing Roosevelt but
killing Chicago mayor Anton
Cermak.
Roosevelt's inspiration derived
not from a deep . . seated ideology,
but rather from his confidence
and consuming faith, his gift of
empathy, and his willingness to
experiment. A pragmatist, FDR
was willing to test the limits of
government; a leader, he believed
that the presidency was a pulpit.
Before the New Deal, there was
no social security for the aged, no
guarantee of banking deposits or
rights to organize a union, and no
federal relief for farmers. Right..
8 F O R U M FLORIDA HUMANITIES COUNCIL
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wing critics branded Roosevelt a socialist,
while the Left never forgave him for pre . .
serving private enterprise. The stakes
were immense: America in the 1930s was
poised on a hinge of history, precariously
balanced between fascist dictatorships
and social revolution.
Put simply, the New Deal ameliorated
the worst of the Great Depression and
offered hope to many who had lost all
faith in the American way. Promising
relief, recovery, and reform, the New
Deal inj ected the federal government
into family lives, the job place, even the
theater.
The Civilian Conservation Corps
(CCC) recruited 50,000 men aged 17 to
23 to plant trees and build parks. Pay was
$30 a month, of which $25 went to their
families. The nucleus of today's Florida
state park system stands as a CCC legacy:
Florida Caverns, Torreya, Fort
Clinch, O'Leno, Hillsborough River,
the Highland Hammock, and
Myakka River state parks.

Fra klin D.
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Iocksonville,
1942.
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GETTING BACK TO
The Sawmill at
Cherry Lake Farm,
1936 (left); a postcard depicting the
Overseas Highway
(below) and a suspension bridge
built by the
Civilian
Conservation
Corps (under WPA)
over the Santa Fe
River (bottom).

But no New Deal
program left a greater
legacy than the Works
Progress Administration
(WPA). It came about
in 1935, when, for all of
FOR's fireside chats and
daring, the New Deal had
stalled. In spite of massive
infusions of federal funds,
unemployment remained
alarmingly high. The courts
checked Roosevelt's agenda.
Demagogues were on the
march: Huey Long, Dr.
Francis Townsend, and
Father Charles Coughlin
threatened Roosevelt-and threatened
American democracy, itself. The elec ..
tion of 1936 loomed.
ith the bravado of a
lion and the cunning
of a fox, Roosevelt
outflanked his oppo ..
nents. On May 6,
1935, FOR established the Works
Progress Administration by executive
order. In August, FDR signed the Social
Security Act, unfurling the Second New
Deal.
Roosevelt appointed trusted aide
Harry Hopkins to head the WPA.
Imbued with ample measures of idealism
and cynicism, the former social worker
understood that the new program prom..
ised much but threatened many.
FOR envisioned the WPA to be the
centerpiece of a massive $5 billion
appropriation (then the largest single
appropriation in American history). The
program was designed to employ as
many workers as cheaply as possiblenot to distribute the money as handouts.
"Give a man a dole," Hopkins said, "and

you save his body but destroy his spirit."
"What I am seeking is the abolition of
relief altogether," announced the presi..
dent. But critics quickly ridiculed the
WPA as standing for "We Piddle
Around." Most Floridians were grateful
for such "make work," even at $55
monthly wages.

WORK

The WP~s national legacy
includes 651,000 miles of road and
78,000 bridges (notably the Overseas
Highway connecting Miami and Key
West). The WPA laundry list-and
the agency did construct laundries!is simply stunning: commercial air..
ports for Pensacola, Miami, Tampa,
Marianna, and Melbourne; a Boy
Scout camp in Bartow; a storm
shelter for Belle Glade; shuffle..
board courts in Fort Lauderdale's
Stranahan Park; an armory in
Lake City; a new jail for
Jefferson County; an athletic
field in Monticello; a football
stadium for Orlando; a TB sani ..
tarium in Woodsmere; a stu"
dent union building at the
University of Florida; sewing
rooms for the women of
Arcadia; a new Leon County
High School in Tallahassee;
a mattress factory in
Carrabelle; a new campus
for St. Petersburg Junior
College; a women's dormi..

tory for Rollins College; a post office for
Miami Beach; and a fire station for
Coral Gables. Bankrupt Key West essen ..
tially became a New Deal client, with
new construction, an extensive art proj ..
ect, and other improvements that trans..
formed it into a tourist destination.
The New Deal also extended a hand
FALL 2005
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WPA artist Charles Foster (riqht), and his 1939 photograph of fishing boats in Riviera Beach (below),

to rural communities
reeling from the
Depression. In 1932,
there were nearly
54,000 Florida farms
that were not wired for
electricity. But a fresh ..
man congressman from
Texas, Lyndon Johnson,
championed the Rural
Electrification Program,
which helped brighten
the harshness of rural
life in Florida and in
many parts of the coun..
try.
The most ambitious
rural experiment in
Florida occurred in
Madison County in
North Florida-an area
hit especially hard by
the collapse of the cot..
ton economy following
World War 1. In 1935,
the WPA launched the
$1.5 million Cherry
Lake Rehabilitation
Project. Officials select..
ed 500 families residing
in Tampa, Jacksonville,
and Miami, and moved them to a
15,000..acre communal tract they
called Cherry Lake Farms. The refur ..
bished Hinton house, an 1839 planta..
't ion , became headquarters for the
nonprofit company. Workers con..
structed a lumber yard, a cane mill,
barracks, a new school, an auditorium,
and a cooperative store. Families
residing in 'th e 170 cottages enjoyed
telephones, electric lights, and run..
ning water from worker..owned utili..
ties.
The WP~s most significant legacy
is not brick and concrete, however,
but the remarkable outpouring of arts
and culture-especially at a time
when bringing culture to the people
was considered politically and socially
explosive. Fusing culture and democ..
racy in a relief program seemed revo..
lutionary; but idealism and fear came
together in a series of daring experi-ments.
Federal Project Number One-popu..
lady known as Fed One-consisted of

10 FO RUM FLORIDA HUMANITIES COUNCIL
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asked about the wisdom of hir-ing unemployed Shakespearian
actors, Hopkins quipped, "Hell,
artists have got to eat just like
other people."
Florida's unemployed teach-ers, journalists, actors, sculp ..
tors, dancers, and artists found
new callings under the WPA.
Never again would so many
writers and folklorists canvass
the bayous and back roads in
search of ex-slaves, Cuban cigar
makers, Pensacola Creoles,
Bahamian Conchs, Greek
spongers, Minorcan descen-dants, Kissimmee cow hunters,
and just plain folk.
The Florida Writers' Project
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
employed about 200 people
who worked feverishly to complete so
he WPA's most ig .,.
much that archivists are still adding
manuscripts
to a mountain of papers. It
cant legacy is not brick
was ably directed by the accomplished
d concrete, however,
author Corita Doggett Corse, who deftly
balanced personalities, politicians, and
but he remarkable ou •
deadlines.
Myriad WPA publications promoted
ur
f
u
the state, but the most notable achieve..
ment was Florida: A Guide to the
ture-especially at a
Southernmost State (1939). Written with
verve, the Guide is still carried in the
time when bringing c Iglove compartments of many cars. Six
ture to the people wa
decades later, many passages ring with
authenticity:

a

arts an

considered politicall y

and socially explosive.

five major programs: the Federal Art
Proj ect, the Federal Music Proj ect, the
Federal Theatre Proj ect, the Federal
Writers' Project, and the Historical
Records Survey. These put people in the
arts and humanities to work. When

Politically and socially,
Florida has its own North and
South, but its northern areais
strictly southern and its southern
areadefinitively northern. In
summer the State is predominant..
ly southern by birth and adop..
tions, and in winter it is northern
by invasion....
To the visitor, Florida is at
once a pageant of extravagance

GETTING BACK TO

quality ...Agrarian preoccupations
turn from corn, cotton, and
tobacco to alligator and lion
farms, reptile ranches, botanical
gardens, and Indian villages.
Not every observation, however,
will sound familiar to 2005 readers.
Tallahassee's red-clay streets, accord-ing to WPA writers:

and a landof pastoral simplicity,
a flood.. lighted stage of frivolity
and a behind.. the.. scenes struggle
for existence. For the person with
a house car, it is a succession of
trailer camps and a vagabond
social life. For the Palm Beach
patron, it is a winterNewport
made up of the same society, ser..
vants, and pastimes ....
Ten thousand miles of roads
that crisscross the State have
streaked it with what mightbe
described as roadside culture and
commerce, with each section
revealing a characteristic

Rob ert Cook,
WPA photographer in 1940
(right) and a
1939 mural at
Tampa

International
Airport by
George Hill,
(top)..

FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES

intersect many pavedthorough..
fares, and horse.. and.. mule.. drawn
vehicles are not uncommon
sights ...Parked along the high
curbs are shining motors with liv..
eried chauffeurs, and rickety farm
wagons acting as carry.. alls for
produce, groceries, and brown..
faced children. Hitching posts and
watering troughs still survive.
PA writers described

J930s Destin (popula-tion 25) "as an old
and well-known fish-ing resort." In
Orlando (population 27,730),
"Sidewalks are narrow; traffic signal
lights bear the admonition 'Quiet.' Fruit-juice stands and used-car lots, some in
landscaped settings, appear between tall,
year-round hotels, theaters, and depart-ment stores." The Guide warned
tourists, "Here and there are the 'pitches'
of palm readers and astrologers; but to
maintain the contrast, long stretches of
uninhabited pine woods intervene with
warning signs, 'Open Range-Beware of
Cows and Hogs.'"
The guide also captured the realities
of 1930s life. In La Belle, travelers
encountered "primitive one-story
cabins with palm-thatched
roofs...Kerosene lamps light these
houses, and horne-cured hides are
sometimes used as bed 'kivers.'"
WPA cultural projects ranged
from recording Lebanese lullabies in
Jacksonville to bringing the opera
Aida to Apalachicola and construct-ing an art gallery in Key West. Art
centers opened in Milton, Bradenton,
Daytona Beach, and New Smyrna
Beach. Pensacola, Jacksonville, and
St. Petersburg sponsored Negro Art
Centers. The Jacksonville Civic
Orchestra, composed of 52 musi-cians formerly on relief rolls, played
to enthusiastic crowds. In one

WORK

experiment, inmates at Raiford State
Prison learned to paint. Harry Sutton, a
celebrated artist and supervisor of the
Jacksonville Negro Art Center, offered
art lessons for local youth.
Curtains closed and actors bowed at
the conclusion of the 900 performances
sponsored by the short-lived, but lively,
Florida Theater Project. Tampa was
home to the state's only Negro Theater
Unit as well as the nation's only
Spanish-language acting troupe. Wildly
popular, Ybor City's Latin immigrants
adored the performances at the palatial
Centro Asturiano Theatre, but the U.S.
Congress voted in 1937 that aliens could
not work on WPA projects, thus robbing
the troupe of its actors.
The decade of the 1930s profoundly
altered the course of American and
Florida history. Events changed the rela-tionships among states, citizens, and the
federal government. Popular doctrines of
rugged individualism gave away to an
acceptance of Washington's role in
Americans' lives.
American writers and artists keenly
shaped, and were shaped by, the 1930s.
The popular slogans "Art for the
Millions" and "People's Art" reflected
new sentiments and relationships. The
WPA represented what critic Lewis
Mumford called "the cultural rediscovery
of America." Prior to the Great
Depression, terms such as culture and
civilization meant European arts and let-ters, imported music, and theater.
Historian Warren Susman insisted, "the
single most persistent theme to emerge
from the bulk of the literature of this
period...was 'the people." Zora Neale
Hurston may have summed it up best,
"Folklore is the boiled-down juice of
human living." Floridians, too, rediscov-ered Florida.
GARY R. MORMINO holds the Frank E.
Duckwallprofessorship in Florida Studies at
the University of South Florida St.
Petersburg. His latest book, Land of
Sunshine, State of Dreams: A Social
History of Modem Florida, is reviewed in

this issue of FORUM.
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. S,ALENA TASWEll:

and neglected. However, the social tumult of the
1960s motivated many young historians to chronicle
the lives of Americans "from the bottom up." The
study of slavery attracted a remarkably talented
group of scholars, and they discovered the slave
narratives.
The narrative collection does not provide an
unfiltered perspective. More than two.. thirds of the
ex.. slaves who told their stories were at least 80
years old when the interviews occurred. Nearly
half had been children prior to emancipation.
Moreover, the interviews were conducted during
the Great Depression, a period in which elderly
individuals might look back at the more prosper . .
ous plantation South with a special fondness.
Thus the interviews tell one as much about the
1930s as about the }850s.
The credibility of Florida's slave narratives is
strengthened in that the interviewers were
African Americans, employed by the WPA..
funded Florida Negro Writers' Unit. At its peak
in 1937, 10 writers were employed, among them
Martin Richardson, Paul Diggs, Rachel Austin,
Viola Muse, and Pearl Randolph. In most
southern states, whites were sent to interview
ex.. slaves.
The Florida narratives covered many topics,
from the crimes committed against slaves to
the survival strategies used by them. The fol..
lowing is a sample from the narratives, in the
words and dialects as transcribed by the inter..
viewers.
On the treatment of slaves, Frank Berry,
who claimed Seminole blood along with his
African heritage, said, "Even in slavery we
were treated better than we are now by the white peo . .
ple ...Even the white people didn't kill Negroes then
as they do now." A 96.. year.. old woman recalled the
Creole attitudes in Pensacola as especially enlight..
ened. "I was brought up in the Spanish way," she said.
"The Spanish were very good and kind to the colored
folks... Pensacola in those days was one big happy fam..
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But Florida's ex.. slaves also recalled some terrible
treatment, including the "buck and gag": The slave
was gagged and forced to sit for hours in the hot sun
. with his knees drawn up between his arms, his hands
and feet bound, and the handle of a hoe threaded hor..
izontally beneath his knees and over his arms.
Another punishment was the "bell and stocks," when
the slave would be placed in an iron halter with a bell
attached to it. When ex.. slave Alex Thompson was
asked to describe his master, Judge Henry of West
Florida, Thompson observed: "He gave us all we want..
ed to eat, but he cowhided us. He had a cowhide and
used to take us in a little room to whip us. Did you
ever know of a master not to cowhide a nigger? [And]
his wife wuz meaner to us than he wuz."
Charlotte Martin of Sixteen, Florida, remembered
her oldest brother whipped to death by Judge
Wilkerson for staging an illicit church .service. She

also recalled the master's frequent visits to the slave
quarters for sexual favors.
The Florida slave narratives suggest a series of rela . .
tionships developed over time, based upon power and
fear, dreams and nightmares, illusions and anxieties.
Beyond "massa" and the Great House loomed a variety
of individuals who affected slaves' lives on a day.. to . .
day basis. The dreaded overseer and driver occupied a
special place of horrors. "When dey got tired of whip . .
pin' de darkies," remembered Kate Golden, "dey made
a place dey called hell. Dey tied up a nigger in a croka
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a crooked road straight, and scattered the days of the week
so bad Sunday didn't get around 'til late Tuesday morning."
According to the "Hairycane" ballad (which was said to
have been composed by a black preacher in the Everglades):
"Ships swam down that ocean I It was most too sad to tell
I Ten thousand peoples got drown-ded I And they all went
to Hell but twelve!"
Two years later, a gale-force tropical storm and a full-scale
hurricane hit the lower Florida East Coast at the same time.
The ballad we recorded immortalized the event as follows:
'The storm met the hairycane in West Palm Beach I And
they sat down and had breakfast together I Then the storm
said to the hairycane I 'What say we breeze on down to
Miami and shake that thing?"'

F

gotta gal, long and tall I Sleeps in the kitchen with her feet
in the hall."
Florida had its folk heroines too. We recorded songs
singingthe praises of:
• Louise, " ... sweetest gal I know I Made me walk from
Chicago I To the Gulf of Mexico."
• The Johnson Gals, " ... who is mighty fine gals I Great
big legs and teenincey feet."
• Evalina, long-haired babe "who runs a ho-house on the
water, in Birmingham."
• Sally, who went to Mobile, "Great God I told her not to
go I Now she got to sleep on that cold icy snow."
This has been just a sampling of the folk stuff we found on
our Florida treasure hunt. Our recordings are accessible on
the website of the Library of Congress- American Folklife
Center: memory.loc.govlammem/flwpa.html.
Some of the manuscripts, from the Manuscript Division
of the Library of Congress, can be found online. The rest are
housed in other archives across the country.
Lomax always insisted that we not just take from the folk,
but give back; that collections not be re-buried in archives,
but used as seedbeds for the propagation of folk culture. I am
delighted to know that the Library of Congress is putting so
much of its folk material into that ultimate seedbed, a Web
site.

lorida has its full share of folk heroes, all cut
from the same h eroic cloth as Paul Bunyan, the
lumberjack who got so lost up around the Great
Lakes, and John Henry, "the steel-driving man
who died with his hammer in his hand."
The roster of legendary characters (many of them real)
whose legacy of tall tales we recorded included:
• Big John the Conquerer, the slave who could outwit
Ole Massa every time. (When Ole Massa went off to
Philamayork and left Big John in charge, h e moved into the
Big House and told the slaves to "kill hogs 'til they
could walk on them." And then what a barbecue
they had.)
In looking back, we WPA treasure hunters felt a
• Snow James, who " ... was a man of might I
Fought everybody both day and night," and who
was wont to say, "I'm so bad I don't want to be
bit concience-stricken about hard-up informants
good I Wouldn't go to Heaven even if I could."
• Daddy Mention, the chain-gang escape artist
who hoped to be paid a little something for
"who could outrun the longest shotgun."
• Ole Pete, the Tampa Bay stevedore "who
stopped a runaway freight train with his bare
singing their hearts out for posterity.
hands."
• Uncle Monday, who lived as a bull-gator in
Eatonville's Blue Sink, except on Mondays when
he came ashore as a man to ch eck up on the folks in town.
In looking back, we WPA treasure hunters felt a bit con• Quevedo (born Francisco Gomez de Quevedo in 1580
science-stricken about h ard-up informants who hoped to be
near Madrid) who quit his job as royal secretary to King
paid a little something for singing their hearts out for posterFelipe II to spend his life chasing women.
ity. Uncle Sam had not included so much as a dime for such
• Kerosene Charlie, the travelin' man "who started on a
purposes in the treasure-hunt budget. But since we were just
trip around the world with 25 cents in his pocket, and when
as h ard up as our informants, there was nothing we could do
h e got back still h ad 10 cents left."
but say "Thank you." Perhaps posterity, as it visits their Web
• Father Abraham, the root doctor of Lawtey, "who
site, will add its thanks to ours.
healed others, but could not h eal himself."
Biddy, biddy bend I My story is end I Turn loose the roos• Charlie Coker, captain of the schooner Heron, whose
I And hold the h en! •
ter
favorite drink was a bottle of Tabasco chased with awgydent
(aguadiente, fiery water, first squeezings from rum distillaThis article is reprinted from the Library of Congress webtion).
site-American Folklife Center:
• Roy Tyle, Maitland's ace mechanic, who built himself a
winged automobile and looped-the-loop all over God's h eav- memory.loc.govlammem/flwpahtml.
en. A lot of angels bought on e, and never flew another lick
with their own wings after that. God Hisself got the original.
• Uncle Bud, that "man-in-full," whose exploits with
women are sung by Hurston, herself, in person: "Uncle Bud's

STETSON KENNEDY, who collected folklore for the WPA

Florida Writer's Project, is the author of several books, including
Palmetto Country and The Klan Unmasked.
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Book Briefs

REVIEWS OF FLORIDA INTEREST

Paradise Lost: The Environmental
History of Florida
Edited by Jack E. Davis & Raymond
Arsenault
420 pages. University Press of Florida

for us all. To function as an "environmendescribed it as a hostile and remote place
tal historian" in Florida is a lonely, trailthat visitors wanted to escape. Most got
lost, shipwrecked, etc., and with holy
blazing business that searches for context
where previously none existed. Paradise
intervention, somehow endured. The idea
Lost makes a heroic attempt to remedy
of a "Florida" was so malleable that it was
$59.95
this.
easier to locate in myth than on a map.
In the second part, on science, David
Editors Davis and Arsenault, both
Reviewed by Bill Belleville
McCally offers the Everglades as every
trained as historians, are among a select
few who have helped create this new disactivist's quintessential nightmare-a dyslorida seems to occupy the strangest
cipline. Environmental history is realfunctional paradigm that no one can
territory of all the states. It has the
world ecology and, thanks to the contribu- change. McCally notes it is a recurring
longest chronicle of European occutions by the editors and 13 other scholars,
love story gone bad-wherein the exotica
pation and one of the most complex histo- we at last have a clear picture of what this attracts, but only on the condition that its
ries of aboriginal use. But for most of its
·"shortcomings" be fixed. Sadly, a thoughtmeans in Florida.
modern visitors and many of its residents,
The collection is divided into four parts: full912 report on the full impact of drainit may as well have been invented last
Paradise Explored and Interpreted;
ing the Glades predicted it would be a disweek. Indeed, much of it was invented last Science, Technology, and Public Policy;
aster in all ways. Since this prediction
week, with the perpetual construction of
Despoliation; and Conservation and
conflicted with cheery economic plans for
new roads, new malls, and new "walled
Environmentalism.
development, a new and biased report was
neighborhoods." Yesterday's cypress bay
In Part One, Thomas Hallock considers commissioned. We don't have to guess at
head-heartbreakingly evanescent in the
the mythology of the Florida ideal, where- the outcome.
twilight-is today's Wal-Mart Supercenter. in the state historically has been "a conIn the part on despoliation, Nano Riley
It's hard to keep track of the loss, and
chronicles the transformation of Lake
tainer for stories of the fantastic." Instead
harder still to understand what it means
Apopka, once our second-largest lake,
of images of paradise, early reports
from a clear sandy-bottomed oasis to a
polluted sump. A state program to buy
muck farms and restore the wetlands backfired when toxic chemical residue from
the farming killed hundreds of white pelicans and wading birds. An ornithologist
suggested the birds had been poisoned for
years; worse, farm workers may have been
suffering the same fate.
In the last part, conservation, we learn
Explore Florida's rich musical traditions with an educational
how environmental heroes have risen to
the occasion: Marjory Stoneman Douglas
module for elementary and secondary students. The unit includes
for the Glades, Gov. LeRoy Collins for the
an audio CD, five lesson plans, a poster, and information about
degraded Boca Ciega Bay, Gov. Reubin
Askew's championship of the Big Cypress
the artists and selections. Twenty-three recordings on the CD
against the disaster that was Golden Gate
represent a cross section of Florida communities and cultural
Estates, Marjorie Carr's fight against the
groups. Created by folklorist Laurie K. Sommers and the Florida
Cross-Florida Barge Canal.
Finally, we understand that Florida is at
Folklife Program, the module costs $50.
a dangerous crossroads in its existence.
Our booming population, poorly managed
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
to favor short-term economic gain, may
http://dhr.dos.state.fl.us/preservation/folklife/music_train.efm
finally overwhelm nature's capacity to
regenerate itself. Likewise for the economy
To receive a brochure and order form:
(850) 487-1902
that has historically depended on it. This
or kcsmith@dos.state.fl.us
alone should make Paradise Lost required
reading for anyone running for public
office in Florida.
Glenda E. Hood, Secretary of State
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BILL BELLEVILLE is an award-winning
nature writer who lives in Sanford, Florida.
He has authored four books and more than
1,000 magazine articles.

Land of Sunshine, State of Dreams: A
Social History of Modern Florida

By Gary R. Mormino
457 PAGES. University Press of Florida.
$34.95
Reviewed by Martin Dyckman
'' F

lorida's Full," declares a billboard promoting South
Carolina's Hilton Head Island
to southbound tourists on Interstate 95.
Many Floridians would accept that as a
painfully accurate description of their
native or adopted state. Regrettably, many
more Floridians do not care, let alone
resent, that it has become as Gary
Mormino finds it: "a state of great contrasts and broken promises, a place of First
World luxury and Third World poverty,"
lagging behind only three other states in
population but behind most by every
measure of material prosperity and social
contract.
It has been told many times in summary
and in parts and pieces how, in a mere
half-century, a backwater state of 2.7 million people exploded into one of 15 .9 million. But until Mormino's account of why
and how this has happened, it has not
been explained nearly so comprehensively
nor in such rich and vivid detail.

Q:

Mormino, the Frank E. Duckwall Professor
of History and co-founder of the Florida
Studies Program at the University of
South Florida St. Petersburg, does not
approach the Florida saga from the conventional who-won-who-lost perspective
of a political journalist or a political scientist. As the subtitle reflects, his fascination
is with the immutable physical and human
forces-World War II, air conditioning,
jet travel, interstate highways, the baby
boom and many others-that fueled and
fulfilled the desire of millions of people for
their place in the sun. Floridians, this
book is about us.
Mormino says so little about the politics
of our state's metamorphosis as to make by
omission the stunning point that Florida's
politicians have been relevant mostly in
their often-willful failure to shape the
future that was entrusted to them. Apart
from a few visionary officeholders, notably
governors LeRoy Collins, Reubin Askew,
and Bob Graham, Florida's elected "leadership" has preferred to go with the flow.
It has followed Walt Disney, the developer
Arthur Vining Davis (of Arvida fame) and
thousands upon thousands of lesser entrepreneurs. These unelected leaders allowed
nothing, least of all nature, to stand in
their way. Disney wanted and got the
water of a cypress swamp turned from

black to blue. Developers like Alfred
Furen- the man behind the Pinellas
Bayway-wanted water turned into land;
it was not untill967, long after the ruination of Boca Ciega Bay, that a reapportioned Legislature put a stop to that form
of pernicious profiteering.
We learn more from Mormino than is
commonly known about these titans. One
example: Disney's father had failed in
Florida citrus. Another has to do with
Edward Ball, the powerful, reactionary
trustee of the estate of his brother-in-law
Alfred I. du Pont. Ball rebuffed Disney's
inquiry into the estate's Panhandle timberlands, saying, "We don't deal with carnival
people."
To this day, the devastation from five
hurricanes in 2004 and 2005 exemplifies
the "toothless and ineffectual" character of
Florida's coastal management laws. And, as
Mormino writes with passion and wrath,
the taxpayers are now expected to furnish
unlimited millions of dollars to protect
waterfront mansions and "to refurbish
beaches that are virtually closed to the public." It is but one paradox among many. •
MARTIN DYCKMAN is an associate editor of the St. Petersburg Times and author of

a forthcoming biography of Gov. LeRoy
Collins.
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or a limited time, all new and renewing
memberships of $125 or more will

receive a signed copy of Land of Sunshine,

State of Dreams: A Social History of Modern
Florida. This masterfully written new work
by acclaimed historian Dr. Gary Mormino, is
a fascinating examination of the great social,
cultural, and economic forces that drove
Florida's 20th-century transformation.

Just use the form and return-envelope
inside the magazine centerfold to make
your contribution today. A hand-signed,
hardcover copy of Land of Sunshine will be
sent to you within 2 to 3 weeks of receipt
of membership. This special offer is only
valid for all $125 + memberships received
before December 31, 2005.

"... the perfect read for stretching out on a lawn chair
in the backyard while heating up the grill."
-Steve Otto, Tampa Tribune
" .. .a fascinating, original, and lucid history of the
nation's fourth largest state ... essential reading for
anyone interested in past and present Florida."
- Merle Black, co-author of

The Rise of Southern Republicans
" . .. the first comprehensive social history of Florida in
any of its epochs ... the standard against which all

For more information or to check
on your membership status,
contact us at bbahr@flahum.org or
(727) 553-3802.
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future such efforts in Florida will be measured."
- Michael Gannon, professor emeritus,
University of Florida
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